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 By the television definition, is a continuous signal, which permits one to perceive all television programs, news, sporting events,
etc., on a standard television set. By the television broadcasting, is a service that disseminates images and sounds over a band,

typically, radio or cable television network. By the radio broadcasting, is a service that disseminates a signal via electromagnetic
waves, especially at radio frequency, allowing all kinds of devices to receive and produce sound. This occurs by an outside

source that releases its content to a specific receiver. The word broadcast originally referred to a public performance or
presentation. This term has since changed to refer to a mass communication via a particular medium. For example, a radio

broadcast was defined in 1926 by the International Radio Regulations and later adopted by the FCC, as "A service that
disseminates sound or speech via a radio medium." broadcast, meaning Broadcast, meaning, Broadcast, Broadcasts, Broadcast
meaning, Broadcast definition, Broadcasts meaning, Broadcast meaning (Etymology, English Language and Literature). This
page is a collection of similar definitions and synonyms at different synonymic nets. This net is here to provide a single web

reference to all definitions of broadcast, meaning. We include a wide range of definitions for broadcast, meaning and provide
links to synonyms at other language web sites. For example, if you want to find a definition of broadcast, meaning, then simply
click on that definition. Then you will be taken to another page where all synonyms of broadcast, meaning are listed. Broadcast,
meaning, Broadcast, Broadcasts, Broadcast meaning, Broadcast definition, Broadcasts meaning, Broadcast meaning (Etymology,

English Language and Literature). This page is a collection of similar definitions and synonyms at different synonymic nets.
This net is 82157476af
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